RISKMETRICS® WEALTHBENCH

A WEB-BASED PLATFORM USED BY RELATIONSHIP MANAGERS AND INVESTMENT ADVISORS IN THEIR INVESTMENT PLANNING PROCESSES TO HELP THEM ASSESS PORTFOLIO RISK, CONSTRUCT ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND CREATE COMPREHENSIVE CLIENT PROPOSALS. THE HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE SAAS PLATFORM INCORPORATES ROBUST ANALYTICS, HIGH QUALITY MARKET DATA, BACK-TESTED MODELS AND TRANSPARENT METHODOLOGIES TO PROVIDE A FEATURE RICH ENVIRONMENT FOR ADVISORS TO MANAGE CLIENT WEALTH AND FINANCIAL RISK.

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

Risk transparency
Unlike typical wealth management applications, WealthBench provides institutional quality risk analytics. It provides portfolio-level statistics from the security level up, using the absolute risk of each position and its correlation with all other securities within the portfolio.

A multi-period, simulation-based optimization methodology
WealthBench’s multi-period optimization (MPO) methodology develops allocations based on individual client characteristics including tax assumptions (this is US Tax policy only), cash flows and goals. This methodology accounts for all relevant variables such as taxes, turnover, cash flows, goals, capital market assumptions and asset class constraints.

A consistent platform across the advisor base
At the institutional level, WealthBench allows a firm to configure a custom, standardized interface across its advisor base. Firm configurable components include: asset class schema, incorporation of firm security master and client holding feeds, Capital Market Assumptions, Model Allocations/Portfolios and firm sponsored recommended lists. In addition to its configuration and integration features, WealthBench allows each firm to customize its own client proposals.

Technology and support
By integrating a firm’s security master universe, asset classification schema, and model allocations into the WealthBench platform, advisors can focus on building better client relationships and spend less time inputting data. WealthBench’s web-based Software as a Service (SaaS) application provides firms with 24x5 access and technical support. Adding services like Single Sign-On allows for a more cohesive user experience.

Clients Relationships
WealthBench can be used by firms to help them provide proactive, more informed advice to their clients. Including, reporting that is actionable; tailored to each client’s specific risk tolerance, return objectives, and financial goals.
Understanding risk is the first step to managing risk. WealthBench’s sophisticated institutional quality risk analysis allows advisors to better understand and manage risk in client portfolios. Using WealthBench, advisors can analyze multi asset portfolios denominated in different currencies.

**RISK ANALYSIS & STRESS TESTING**

Advisors can conduct an exhaustive analysis of a client’s current portfolio not only at the asset class level but also at the individual security/product level. Advisors can measure client risk in both normal and stressed market conditions. Advisors can easily analyze the benefits of portfolio diversification and the effect of making selected changes to a portfolio from a risk and return perspective.

**POSITION LEVEL RISK TRANSPARENCY**

Using WealthBench, advisors can illustrate which positions, asset classes, sectors, etc. contribute the most risk to a portfolio. Advisors can quantify risk contribution, down-side risk and diversification: down-side risk measures allow advisors to discuss the potential losses a portfolio might experience.

**ASSET ALLOCATION CONSTRUCTIONS**

At the center of the Investment Planning process is the selection of an appropriate Asset Allocation policy. WealthBench provides users with flexibility, allowing them to construct the most appropriate policy based on the client’s specific profile (risk tolerance, constraints, cash flows, goals, etc).
WEALTH SIMULATION

Cash flow granular Monte Carlo wealth simulation allows advisors to illustrate possible future wealth values to clients, including the probability of meeting goals and the impact of concentrated holdings.

REPORTING

WealthBench allows advisors to generate presentation-quality reports on current and proposed portfolio allocation, wealth projections, cash flows, risk analysis and a host of other analytical data. These professional reports are multilingual, extremely flexible and custom built to represent each firm’s brand.

GOALS-BASED PLANNING

WealthBench Goal Analyzer powered by GoalMetrics, MSCI’s latest research on asset allocation and goals-based investing, introduces a new dynamic asset allocation framework; that can help improve outcomes for investors; one that adapts to the changing funding needs over an investor’s lifetime and to changes in economic scenarios. Traditional conversations about risk focus on market volatility. Goal Analyzer lets advisors focus instead on risk as long term shortfall—the risk that a client will fail to meet their stated goals. Shortfall risk is generally easier for a client to understand or for an advisor to articulate.

ABOUT MSCI

For more than 40 years, MSCI’s research-based indexes and analytics have helped the world’s leading investors build and manage better portfolios. Clients rely on our offerings for deeper insights into the drivers of performance and risk in their portfolios, broad asset class coverage and innovative research. Our line of products and services includes indexes, analytical models, data, real estate benchmarks and ESG research. MSCI serves 98 of the top 100 largest money managers, according to the most recent P&I ranking. For more information, visit us at www.msci.com.